Title word cross-reference

$20$ [845]. $80$ [10821].

000-Pounder [917].


22d [1195].

30-Ton [10960]. 300 [11925, 12362, 12552].

42D [10820].

Against
[18, 3723, 10140, 3271, 3131, 12485]. Agassiz
[2503, 2433, 5218, 4033, 5599, 5405, 5241, 5611, 9337]. Age
[1645, 7155, 8955, 12845]. Aged
[2100]. Agency
[1997]. Agent
[816, 725, 1975, 7580]. Agents
[3856]. Ago
[1428, 12850]. Agricultural
[112, 463, 1374, 2182, 2627, 3646, 4302, 3961, 6308, 7046, 7703, 7735, 7768, 7858, 7916, 8522, 8661, 7944, 7972, 8851, 8881, 8941, 8971, 9033, 9035, 9065, 9101, 9125, 9159, 9191, 9257, 9292, 9324, 9352, 9415, 9482, 9518, 8002, 8034, 8058, 8089, 8117, 8144, 8171, 8204, 8230, 8290, 8312, 8373, 8406, 8435, 8464, 8496, 8528, 8580, 8610, 8637, 8665, 8753, 8782, 8817, 10598, 9690, 9570, 9597, 10426, 10455, 10487, 10518, 10545, 10487, 10518, 10551, 10585, 10646, 10673, 10703, 10785, 10840, 9624, 9655, 9683]. Agricultural
[9711, 9788, 9814, 9842, 9868, 9895, 9928, 9946, 9998, 10021, 10050, 10101, 10160, 10183, 10238, 10266, 10296, 10328, 10363, 10395, 12049, 12631, 12710, 13449, 13463, 13520, 13562, 13622, 13672, 13697, 12585, 12657, 12777, 12804, 12854, 12920, 13026, 13110, 13182, 13204, 13313, 13347, 13414]. Agriculture
[703, 297, 1037]. Agua
[13319]. Ahead
[11257]. Aid
[1093, 1643, 5921, 12736, 8774]. Aids
[3162]. Ailanthus
[907]. Ailment
[10902]. Ailment-Malarial
[10902]. Air
[524, 774, 533, 269, 124, 1225, 1461, 1766, 2541, 2867, 3658, 3034, 2904, 2694, 2518, 2565, 3009, 2529, 4726, 4094, 4092, 4459, 6247, 5878, 5929, 6335, 6504, 5938, 7333, 6971, 8866, 9181, 8905, 8480, 8626, 9474, 8101, 10248, 10912, 10041, 10837, 10228, 11858, 11619, 11082, 12420, 12766, 13693, 12877, 773, 273]. Alabama
[2182]. Alarm
[938, 384, 1117, 2059, 3383, 3277, 2640, 2708, 2459, 4639, 7817, 9371, 10778, 10728, 9530, 11807, 11863, 13177, 9797]. Alarms
[606, 8368, 8287]. Albany
[3335, 3297, 3013, 3044, 5493]. Albert
[2590, 5246]. Albinism
[5195]. Albion
[5732]. Albenum
[142]. Alchemists
[2923]. Alcohol
[4525, 6270, 6424, 6620, 9273]. Aleurometer
[10450]. Alexander
[720].Alexandra
[7184, 9965]. Alexis
[2351]. Algerian
[13152]. Alhambra
[12051, 12537]. Alhydric
[10063]. Alignments
[6740]. Alkaline
[8198]. Alkaloid
[582]. Allan
[5411, 10722]. Allanthus
[12719]. Alleged
[9960, 10747, 11615]. Alleges
[12668]. Alleghany
[570]. Allegheny
[2492]. Allen
[1494, 8560, 10535]. Alley
[7340]. Allies
[503, 1636, 785, 1591]. Allison
[10594]. Alloy
[1228, 3507]. Alloys
[348, 1357, 2985, 2519, 2500, 5323, 10342, 10876, 12310]. Almanac
[8138]. Almond
[8716]. Almost
[1034]. Alocacias
[7965]. Aloe
[9059]. Aloft
[11345]. Already
[2503]. Altheide
[8626]. Alum
[12203, 13092]. Alumina
[5278, 5304]. Aluminum
[3523, 12653]. Am
[3192]. Amalgam
[6649, 12249]. Amalgamating
[8958]. Amalgamation
[2695, 11750]. Amalgamator
[10926, 12066, 12795, 13466]. Amalgams
[6965]. Amanians
[3196]. Amateur
[7577, 6816, 10718, 12255, 12231, 12389, 12468, 12588, 12695, 12912, 13018, 13077, 13130, 13196, 3786]. Amazon
[1394, 5023, 5049, 5281, 5309, 5335]. Amazons
Apprentice [2200]. Apprenticeship [2129]. Approach [11310].
Approaching [1996]. Appropriation [8416]. Aquaria [7990]. Aquarium
[4531, 6027, 6390, 6657, 7394, 9477, 8967, 9305, 9535, 11232, 12472,
5176, 12341]. Aqueduct [8303]. Arabesque [13497]. Arabia [4157].
Arabian [2923]. Aranjuez [10095, 10231]. Arbitration [12522]. Arbor
[1820]. Arbors [690]. Arch [2816, 8743]. Archeological [6035]. Archer
[4798]. Architects [6245]. Architectural [2323, 8331]. Architecture
[945, 1931, 7393, 8736, 9770]. Arctic
[7433, 9510, 9304, 11912, 11664, 12359, 1797, 4660, 4424, 4231, 4570, 4878,
7162, 7070, 7308, 7281, 9406, 9825, 9582, 11159]. Argand [11558]. Argentine
[561]. Argonaut [12234]. Arguments [11447]. Aristocracy [8156].
Art [1007, 960, 505, 552, 1493, 2719, 2898, 2946, 2770, 4955, 3834, 3866, 3890,
3926, 3972, 4776, 4345, 5738, 6491, 8212, 9608, 11583, 12736, 1987, 12791].
Artesian [1145, 2889, 5604, 7311]. Article [2146]. Articles
[1454, 1936, 2295, 4397, 7705, 7737, 7767, 7799, 7831, 7857, 7888, 7915, 7943,
7971, 8003, 8060, 8091, 8115, 8233, 8261, 8315, 8374, 8407, 8436, 8495, 8524,
8549, 8579, 8608, 8668, 9781]. Articulated [4781]. Artificial
[494, 991, 700, 65, 946, 1531, 1974, 1873, 1574, 1592, 2274, 2203, 2411, 1711,
2501, 2470, 2442, 3309, 3951, 5082, 4956, 4966, 5160, 5450, 7729, 7485, 9368,
8478, 8954, 9438, 10324, 10207, 12159, 11582, 11803, 11487, 11762, 13163,
12852, 12486, 12594, 45, 8359, 8275]. Artificially [10981]. Artillery
[919, 990, 6090, 12201]. Artisan [873, 895, 784, 831, 7876, 9496, 12263].
Artisans [8563, 11880, 12669]. Artist [9496]. Artists [12772]. Arts
[1046, 2626, 2621, 2770, 2465, 2689, 2789, 2884, 3984, 8383, 9721, 11927, 11526].
Asa [12949]. Asbestos [2617, 8420]. Ascension [7137]. Ascend
[5987, 5857, 13319]. Aschenbrenner [5155]. Ash [1351, 11530, 10449, 5245].
Ash-Colored [10449]. Ashantees [5738]. Ashatabula [9852]. Asia [13120].
Asphaltite [508, 2471]. Assay [1532]. Assignments [4373]. Assimilated
[726]. Associated [3105]. Association
[821, 835, 812, 939, 959, 2149, 3243, 3370, 3402, 2502, 3504, 4809, 4835, 4862,
6110, 6144, 6257, 6311, 7441, 7470, 7813, 9093, 9061, 13197, 13581, 13307,
12856, 13359, 2182, 3368, 5013, 5039, 4997, 5380, 6169, 6184, 7566, 10571,
10606, 10615, 11905, 11926, 13327, 13608, 13337]. Associations [471].
Assyria [12974]. Astonishing [11048]. Astor [5898]. Astounding [11211].
Astronomers [7996]. Astronomical
[3676, 3688, 3341, 4200, 3956, 4074, 4181, 4328, 4436, 4544, 5050, 5146, 5632,
Bedsteads [9920]. Bee [598, 1037, 3330, 4527, 8100, 763].


Blasting [2409, 2272, 4132, 12252, 12766]. Blatchford [79, 103, 131, 474].
Books

11879, 11786, 11565, 12905, 13041, 8687. Buildings
[1122, 154, 76, 1855, 2166, 2298, 2442, 3724, 2652, 3357, 2575, 2624, 2548,
2642, 3745, 3499, 3851, 5047, 7479, 7541, 7024, 7004, 7778, 6781, 8543, 8591, 9576, 9887, 11015]. Built
Burner [7022, 7640, 8711, 8333, 10753, 10087, 12157, 11558, 7880]. Burning [3606, 3971, 4524, 6306, 5473, 8685, 10670, 12576, 12655]. Burnishing [6198].
[1451, 1476, 1506, 1529, 1561, 1585, 1609, 1632, 1657, 1682, 1709, 1734, 1762, 1787, 1816, 1840, 1997, 2430, 2457, 3030, 3052, 3075, 3100, 3120, 3146, 3172, 3203, 3231, 3256, 3291, 3322, 3349, 3379, 3410, 3437, 3464, 3491, 3518, 3552, 3578, 3614, 3639, 3671, 3700, 2483, 3736, 3766, 2511, 2537, 2559, 2581, 2610, 2630, 2661, 2681, 2703, 2731, 2753, 2778, 2804, 2830, 2853, 2874, 2895, 2912, 2932, 2958, 2981, 3002, 2570, 3797, 3823, 4538, 4559, 4590, 4626, 4654, 4686, 4713, 4739, 4764, 4787, 4817, 4842, 4870, 4899]. Business
[5890, 5917, 6472, 6569, 6593, 7228, 7251, 7277, 7297, 7322, 7352, 7376, 7399, 7424, 7448, 7476, 7499, 7522, 7546, 7572, 7598, 7628, 7652, 7681, 7711, 7742, 7775, 7804, 7835, 7865, 7893, 6616, 6639, 6666, 6689, 6710, 6734, 6762, 6788, 6813, 6835, 6862, 6887, 6904, 6931, 6958, 6988, 7012, 7040, 7062, 7089, 7120, 7145, 7170, 7201, 7291, 7949, 8671, 8699, 8728, 8758, 8788, 8820, 8856, 8888, 8916, 8947, 8977, 9008, 9040, 9072, 9106, 9132, 9166, 9197, 9230, 9264, 9297, 9330, 9360, 9390, 9421, 9453, 7977, 9489]. Business [8008, 8038, 8064, 8069, 8123, 8150, 8177, 8208, 8238, 8267, 8293, 8318, 8342, 8378, 8410, 8441, 8468, 8500, 8531, 8556, 8583, 8613, 8642, 9521, 9546, 10216, 10244, 10273, 10301,
Chromium [71]. Chromos [12073]. Chromosphere [2786, 2813].
Chromostroboscope [8334]. Chronograph [5852]. Chronometer [7480].
Chrysalids [2010]. Chubbuck [1219]. Chuck [595, 1824, 4914, 4777, 4910, 5607, 8716, 9115, 10202, 10543, 9729, 11317].
Chucks [8876, 11290, 11343]. Church [5800, 2335, 5279, 9863].
Cimex [7021]. Cinchona [11043]. Cincinnati [584, 1008, 3038, 3367, 3106, 11811, 13145].
Circulating [4465, 11370]. Circulation [1889, 4283, 8878, 9501, 313].
Cleaned [12957]. Cleaner [1188, 3179, 2523, 4104, 7101, 9394, 8427, 8402, 9750]. Cleaning [1536, 13593].
Co-Operation [296, 6244].
Co-Operative [1853, 12330, 626, 4286].
Coals [5245].
Coal-Breaking [343].
Coal [533, 343, 281, 1700, 2382, 1351, 2992, 12330, 626, 4286, 6306, 6495, 6161, 6193, 6374, 6298, 6910, 7900, 9047, 8800, 9141, 9696, 11032, 11782, 10993, 13508, 12678, 273].
Coating [747, 3588].
Cochineal [1636, 1591].
Cochliostema [7491].
Cochrane [13070, 1342].
Cocks [1161].
Cocoa [9252].
Cocuyo [5175].
Cod [1352, 3413, 8692].
Cod-Liver [1352].
Coast [818, 8211, 9707, 12436].
Codeine [4289].
Codfish [1352].
Codling [11148].
Coefficient [10876].
Collapsing [11572].
Collar [2194, 3536, 4609, 10285].
Collins [8594, 8595].
Collapsing [3853, 4431, 11536].
Collapsing [10632, 8544].
Colliding [7015].
Collins [8594, 8595].
Collide [3247, 6198, 6578, 9402, 9581, 10449].
Colliding [9892].
Colliding [10376, 11501].
Color [6982, 7315, 9426, 8923, 9554, 9581, 9906, 11134, 11367, 2715].
Color-Blind [9581].
Color-Blindness [11134].
Colorado [2189, 2944, 2688, 2668, 5715, 7283, 6625, 6744, 11035, 13069, 10609].
Colored [3247, 6198, 6578, 9402, 9581, 10449].
Colorimetric [9892].
Coloring [2187, 2643, 7729].
Colorless [992, 1588, 1478, 2460, 3977, 4568, 3887, 4116, 5769, 12765, 13254, 10090].
Colossal [1830, 9535].
Colt [2706].
Colombia [577, 12365].
Column [2059, 7615, 9316, 7993].
Columns [2756, 3880].
Comb [2761].
Comb [2687].
Combination [420, 4528, 5071, 3958, 4271, 5116, 6105, 6323, 5660, 6304, 7824, 7192, 9281, 9346, 9509, 9085, 9090, 10913, 11641, 12989].
Combined [384, 810, 1482, 1617, 1616, 1537, 1935, 2196, 1292, 1714, 1486, 2418, 2816, 3088, 3153, 3295, 3525, 3383, 3718, 4073, 5199, 4677, 5228, 4937, 5172, 4888, 4889, 4938, 5094, 4933, 5449, 5615, 6657, 7464, 7789, 6702, 7394, 7664, 6723, 7540, 8625, 9084, 8798, 10858, 10503, 10043, 10533, 11403, 12124, 11318, 11478, 13512, 12498, 13151, 13209, 13362].
Combining [11471].
Combs [4239].
Combustibility [1995].
Combustibles [4208].
Combustion
Defect [2111]. Defective [9527]. Defence [10339, 10224]. Defences
[8211, 10083]. Defense [818, 6671, 10566]. Defensive [5790]. Deflection
[6008]. Degradation [10372]. Degrees [769, 2741]. Delamater [792].
Delaware [10059, 11825]. Delay [9638]. Delhi [5869]. Delivered
[1648, 1715]. Delusion [7810, 13183]. Demagnetization
[13364, 13386, 13408]. Demand [838]. Demenge [12416]. Demerits [9341].
Deming [187]. Demoniacal [6352]. Demonstrations [8983]. Denied
[3538]. Denmark [895]. Denn [365]. Denney [9472, 10938]. Dennis
[240]. Density [12356]. Dental [3306, 8423, 8738, 11425, 12496].
Dentistry [1550, 884]. Denudation [10835]. Denunciation [673]. Deodorizing
[4849, 7575]. Department
[703, 1494, 1539, 3646, 3680, 5021, 7506, 8387, 4801, 12089]. Departure
[4006]. Dependence [2245]. Depositing [12560]. Deposition
[1379, 6532]. Deposits [4451, 5516, 362]. Depot
[453, 72, 2619, 7897, 7206, 8011]. Depreciation
[751]. Depression
[161, 5709]. Determination
[2741, 3627, 456, 3510, 2763]. Determine
[12584]. Determined
[12024]. Determining
[2345, 1648, 6973, 11960, 1715]. Detoxicated
[9306]. Detroit
[4151, 5572, 12855]. Develop
[3452]. Development
[812, 6405, 9045, 3847, 8961, 10767]. Device
[1071, 1118, 87, 1243, 1343, 1536, 1936, 3010, 2989, 4857, 5230, 6168, 5742, 4699, 7334, 6879, 7754, 7055, 8905, 8715, 8684, 9988, 10504, 11239, 13023, 13560, 13052, 13316]. Devices
[9246, 8168]. Devil
[4777, 5549]. Dexter
[9987]. Dexterity
[11974]. Diagnosis
[12589]. Diagometer
[11940]. Diagonal
[10171]. Diagram
[6161]. Diagrams
[11205, 5718, 5664]. Dial
[6851]. Diamagnetism
[762]. Diamond
[809, 1057, 3707, 2809, 4780, 4902, 4077, 6155, 5408, 6669, 8484, 9457, 12254, 10986]. Diamonds
[1995, 2796, 3281, 4234, 5134, 6050, 5442, 7719, 11566, 11329]. Diapason
[11999, 11988]. Died
[12607]. Dies
[10014, 12886]. Diet
[5766]. Difference
[2653, 7360]. Different
[2908, 6974, 6855]. Differential
[317, 11507]. Difficulties
[11976, 13557]. Diffusion
[9078]. Digester
[4117]. Digestive
[4485, 4567]. Digger
[11936, 13152, 12417]. Diggers
[1530]. Digging
[11114]. Dilemma
[13302]. Dillon
[10608]. Dime
[12716]. Dimensions
[4268]. Dimness
[10409]. Dining
[1487, 154]. Dinner
[6949, 9401, 11403, 11242].
Electricity [2286, 2225, 3782, 3712, 7901, 7509, 6573, 7954, 8162, 9274, 10466, 11662, 13109, 95].

Electro [803, 1379, 1405, 2261, 1462, 1747, 1806, 2941, 2646, 2746, 2835, 5355, 5384, 7217, 6629, 9315, 8423, 10462, 10563, 10562, 10195, 11030, 11074, 12769, 4965, 6532].

Electro-Chemical [8921, 11030, 12769].

Electro-Deposition [6532].

Electro-Dynamic [4965].

Electro-Magnetic [803, 1462, 2646, 2835, 6629, 9315, 8423].

Electro-Magnetism [11074].

Electro-Metallurgy [1405, 7217].

Electro-Motor [1744, 1806].

Electro-Plating [5355, 10462, 10562].

Electro-Pneumatic [2261].

Electro-Silicic [11074].

Electro-Static [10195].

Electrolytic [11074].

Elevated [5815, 10198].

Elevations [7961].

Elephant [13050].

Elephantine [2428].

Emancipation [1750].

Emanations [11150].

Emancipate [329].

Emancipation [11339].

Emigre [12947].

Emigrant [218].

Emigration [3451].

Emigrants [3978].

Emigrate [1072, 13425].

Emigration [3451].

Emigration [12577].

Emile [1991].

Emission [7818].

Emperor [8242, 8474, 8825].

Empire [11530].

Employed [7234].

Employee [7234].

Employer [7234].

Employment [1827, 1577, 3976].

Emptying [4976, 7990].

Embracing [12947].

Embracing [1139].

Embracing [10740].

Embracing [1356, 2384].

Embroidered [12947].

Embroidery [10567].

Embroidery [4077].

Emery [115, 3140, 2990, 4498, 4577, 8107, 8329, 10343, 9987, 11753, 11309, 12799, 12829, 1720].

Emigrants [218].

Emigration [3451].

Emigration [10529, 12577].

Emile [1991].

Emission [7818].

Emperor [8242, 8474, 8825].

Empire [11530].

Employed [7234].

Employee [7234].

Employer [7234].

Employment [1827, 1577, 3976].

Emptying [4976, 7990].

Embracing [12947].

Encourage [11284].

Encouragement [2970, 9666, 11831].

End [1547, 3770, 3138, 4511, 4821, 5870, 7208, 8677, 9493, 10929, 12278].

Ended [3978].

Endless [1072, 1554, 2384].

Ends [1764, 10471, 13425].

Energetic [8474].

Energy [920, 525, 637, 3063, 13067, 13129].

Enforcement [5517].

Eng [5499].

Engage [12071].

Engine [1073, 42, 1026, 463, 127, 2191, 1849, 1889, 1530, 1289, 1892, 1494, 1738, 3238, 2684, 2898, 3468, 3685, 3739, 4450, 4629, 4756, 3842, 4437, 5104, 3827, 3867, 4044, 4058, 4458, 4406, 4169, 4524, 3896, 5041, 4297, 4459, 6248, 5930, 6400, 5850, 6228, 6329, 5634, 5740, 6444, 5829, 6433, 6596, 7261, 7075, 7849, 7639, 7245, 7534, 8503, 9315, 8704, 9249, 8423, 8951, 8180, 8381, 9055, 8868, 9431, 8892, 9094, 9276, 9395, 8047, 8078, 8567, 9239, 8345, 9524, 10858, 9562, 9690, 10483, 10433, 10838, 10543, 10967, 9639, 10474, 10197].

Engine [9808, 10507, 10568, 10228, 9966, 10966, 10029, 10594, 11485, 11376, 12124, 11323, 11666, 11796, 12001, 11041, 12028, 11194, 11037, 11091, 12261, 11291,
Explode [1969]. Exploration
[894, 2322, 5023, 5049, 6051, 5281, 5309, 5335, 13120]. Explorations
[2416, 4424, 4231, 6035, 7633, 11159]. Explorers [4878, 7281]. Exploring
[1702, 2503, 2709, 9406]. Explosion
[399, 1124, 1144, 15, 1992, 2084, 1445, 4143, 4059, 4003, 6109, 5366, 5568, 5410, 7633, 7407, 9800, 12019, 11083, 7404]. Explosive
[247, 790, 2858, 6378, 6303, 5442, 10032, 11948]. Explosives
[5539, 7927]. Export
[11497, 11996, 11776, 11663]. Exportation [9991]. Expose
[2544, 2494]. Exposed [7108]. Exposures [3308]. Exposition
[2880, 3268, 4793, 3838, 10834, 6659, 6683, 706, 530, 43, 3724, 3038, 3367, 3746, 3626, 3482, 3342, 3499, 3743, 3594, 3652, 4425, 4318, 4793, 4490, 4659, 4574, 4674, 4701, 4727, 4752, 4778, 4800, 4831, 4856, 4886, 4912, 4859, 4806, 3809, 4799, 4545, 4573, 4601, 4343, 4607, 4642, 4801, 5090, 4399, 4001, 4456, 6067, 7809, 9268, 9365, 9110, 8347, 8624, 8650, 8680, 8709, 8737, 8767, 8796, 8865, 8898, 9300, 9044, 9820, 9907, 10310, 9576, 10743, 11063, 11352, 11015, 10980, 11608, 11694]. Expositions
[135x515]. Exposure
[533, 514]. Extended
[1857, 2252]. Extending
[301]. Extension
[2713, 5228, 5874, 5379, 9460, 8906, 10627, 13484, 13379]. Extensions
[2349, 1900]. Extent
[3827, 4451]. Exterminating
[10389]. Extermination
[6944, 8198]. Exterminator
[4699]. Exterminators
[11294]. External
[8830]. Externally
[1318]. Extinct
[9236]. Extinguish
[2929]. Extinguisher
[3266, 2881, 2530, 3947, 7156, 8273, 10695, 12209]. Extinguishing
[128, 1851, 1896, 2007, 3621, 5567, 8159, 10165]. Extirpation
[664]. Extortion
[2082]. Extract
[728]. Extracting
[1826, 1773, 2737, 4068]. Extraction
[13404]. Extractor
[958, 1717, 6526, 7466, 9394, 9206, 12616]. Extracts
[56, 2628]. Extraordinary
[3396, 2517, 5357, 11788]. Eye
[2392, 1662, 3511, 3946, 9438, 9855]. Eyes
[50, 1368, 1290, 8478, 10409]. Eyesight
[1167]. Ezekiel
[4748]. Ezra
[6549]. F
[2823, 4004, 1119]. F.R.S
[939, 959]. F.R.S.
[2472]. Fabric
[6112]. Fabrication
[6081]. Fabrics
[3582, 10967, 13687]. Facade
[11906, 12210, 11845]. Facades
[11948]. Faced
[6754]. Faces
[2249, 2608]. Facetious
[440]. Facsimile
[5387]. Factor
[10437]. Factories
[1291, 4092]. Factory
[13606]. Facts
[667, 55, 1394, 1272, 1666, 2571, 3510, 6577, 8804, 8990, 9272, 11541, 12644, 787]. Faience
[9705, 13211, 13416, 12702, 12758]. Fail
[11403]. Failings
[4848].
39

[9309]. Generation [793, 4744, 6767, 11275]. Generator
[1368, 2055, 5949, 5597, 11370, 11045, 11718, 13432, 13583, 13561, 13533].
Genesis [5600, 7044, 11207]. Geneva [11971]. Genius [11922, 12419].
Gentlemen [443]. Geographical [4319, 5223, 8487, 9578, 11230]. Geologic
[6084]. Geological [1407, 2766, 4745, 6275, 5816, 6091, 7633, 10852, 12438].
Geology [10253, 1959]. Geometric [2623, 8605, 7934, 9527, 10447].
George [173, 2102]. Georgia [559, 3527, 3608]. Geowth [13673].
German [6090, 6937, 9237, 10141, 10609]. Germany [3451, 3746, 2737, 6908, 11639, 13149].
Germinating [10511]. Germination [6658]. Get [8794]. Geysers [13104].
Ghent [12393]. Giant [7849, 10513, 9804, 13368, 12624, 13260, 11748].
Gibbon [10697]. Gibb [2842]. Giffard [3302, 6945, 7667, 11149]. Gift
[1464, 4206, 7871, 10956]. Gigantic [2221, 1355, 2972, 3842, 5511, 7215, 11595].
Glasgow [3357]. Glass [12267, 13651, 13542]. Glatton [3184]. Glazed [370].
Gleanings [3866, 3890, 3926]. Gleason [874]. Glen [4159]. Glimpses
[9652]. Glove [11806]. Gloves [10419, 12021, 68]. Glucose [12409]. Glue
[6585, 10545, 10288]. Glue-Heating [10288]. Gluten [10450]. Glycerin
[1074, 877, 772, 1801, 7360, 9186]. Goal [7685]. Goat [11698, 13259].
Goblet [10358]. Godefroy [10087]. Godfrey [11038]. Goethe [9553].
Going [807, 4667]. Gold [789, 1826, 1968, 2171, 1404, 3356, 7026, 9437, 8505, 11255,
11555, 11704, 13633, 3043, 4351]. Golden [12031]. Gone [4005]. Gongs
[2985]. Good [750, 1123, 2631, 7876, 9746, 11610, 12734]. Goodridge [3266].
[9633, 10478]. Gosa [13069]. Gothic [2393]. Gothic [13346]. Gourd
[7112, 8399]. Goux [2437]. Govern [546]. Government [878, 1803, 3397,
3787, 2784, 5065, 3883, 3897, 4241, 3828, 5921, 6546, 11033, 11061, 1439, 3703].
Governor [1073, 2717, 4637, 5119, 4043, 6373, 5651, 6196, 6037, 6825, 7030,
7815, 8560, 8841, 9007, 9403, 10507, 11707, 11041, 12178, 13065, 12625].
Governors [5764, 6525, 6558]. Grab [3705]. Grader [9905]. Gradients
[5849, 7814]. Graffing [2844, 13674]. Grahamite [2045]. Grain
[1867, 2263, 3005, 2878, 2487, 4394, 4104, 6079, 7868, 8427, 9916, 10347,
10176, 9673, 11172, 13378, 12888, 12364]. Graining [1396, 1478]. Grammar
[750]. Grampus [13317]. Granary [6025]. Grand
[316, 2393, 2880, 2674, 4836, 4812, 7897, 7206, 7186, 12118, 13143, 3308].
13064, 13670, 13675, 12995, 12591, 13283, 12675, 12444, 12318, 12828,

Improved [12884, 13131, 13185, 13646, 12679, 12858, 13152, 12448, 13178, 12497, 13232, 12994, 13282, 13233, 13536, 12886, 13614, 12964, 13229, 13568, 12386, 13097, 12465, 12422, 12988, 12586, 12685, 13100, 13099, 12826].

Improvement [198, 34, 311, 482, 1065, 110, 321, 215, 2241, 1773, 1513, 1507, 2396, 1799, 2369, 2274, 1821, 1743, 1211, 1822, 1575, 3389, 3605, 2950, 3599, 2461, 2924, 2798, 2790, 4666, 4067, 5068, 3945, 5061, 6330, 5961, 5988, 6447, 7402, 6648, 7187, 7355, 6938, 8475, 8045, 8076, 11763, 12073, 11161, 12074, 13642, 12494, 13184, 13010, 13464, 12735, 10616].

12707, 12801, 12820, 12890, 12911, 13019, 13079, 13107, 13187, 13210, 13228, 13255, 13258, 13280, 13289, 13312, 13318, 13339, 13363, 13367, 13385, 12585, 12657, 12777, 12804, 12854, 12920, 12962, 13026, 13110, 13182, 13328, 12617, 13204, 13313, 13347, 13414, 12711, 12593, 12703, 12739, 12794.

Inventions
[12861, 12941, 12970, 12992, 13020, 13048, 13074, 13102, 13153, 13188, 13207, 13234, 12544, 12565, 12620, 13591].

Inventive
[880, 5351, 9882].

Inventor
[695, 714, 2261, 2061, 1355, 2899, 3508, 4692, 7722, 7876, 8691, 9880, 11312, 11472, 12623, 13053, 12643, 11976].

Inventors
[296, 730, 153, 639, 2319, 1864, 1886, 2179, 1918, 3448, 2970, 3318, 3572, 3406, 3434, 3461, 3488, 3516, 3550, 3576, 3612, 3636, 2890, 2996, 4207, 4032, 4623, 4618, 4648, 6107, 6402, 6325, 5380, 7044, 8678, 9114, 9981, 10169, 10742, 11824, 12295, 12034, 12059, 12081, 12107, 12135, 12161, 12187, 12214, 12239, 12268, 12048, 11438, 11257, 11800, 12833, 12733, 12540, 12322, 12345, 12375, 12398, 12424, 12450, 12475, 12505, 12541, 12566, 12632, 12659, 12687, 12720, 12751, 12779, 12807, 12838, 12864, 12896, 12923, 140].

Inversion
[8830].

Invertebrate
[4095].

Investigate
[6519].

Investigation
[5921, 13360, 13220, 1961].

Investigations
[2942, 4745, 13360, 13220, 1961].

Investigators
[2970, 11856].

Investors
[3435, 3462, 3489, 3572, 4587, 4622].

Invisible
[347, 4034, 5135, 3924, 7983].

Iodine
[13343].

Iowa
[6489, 12678].

Irate
[679].

Ireland
[2239].

Iridescent
[3310, 12224].

Iridium
[6843].

Iris
[6032, 7617, 8659].

Irish
[7292].

Iron
[919, 219, 688, 1115, 69, 943, 614, 792, 1293, 2196, 1749, 1463, 1673, 1477, 1572, 1373, 2228, 2082, 1960, 2549, 2848, 2816, 2948, 3385, 3020, 3185, 3532, 3592, 3454, 2756, 3660, 2924, 2961, 2589, 4946, 3831, 4384, 4403, 4496, 5164, 5035, 5246, 6183, 6495, 5709, 6008, 6049, 5409, 6562, 5438, 6452, 5323, 5329, 5435, 5321, 6274, 7785, 7153, 7043, 6802, 6798, 6751, 7879, 7051, 6966, 8876, 9270, 8900, 10316, 10912, 9853, 10373, 9983, 9607, 12149, 11737, 11640, 11661, 11773, 11859, 12792, 13209, 12717, 12449, 12579, 13286, 13037].

Iron-Clads
[219].

Iron-Framed
[6039, 11726].

Ironing
[1262, 12647].

Ironwork
[9145].

Irregularity
[9338].

Irrepressible
[622].

Irrespirable
[11142].

Irrigation
[2033, 6744, 7429, 9219, 10113].

Irrigator
[4938, 9373].

Irving
[1830].

Isabella
[4640].

Island
[1004, 1215, 13093].

Islands
[8487].

Irrigation
[12728].

Isham
[2248].

Isshun
[54, 12985].

Iswage
[5045].

Italian
[530, 2261, 3678, 5613, 11845].

Ivory
[1565, 1429].

Ivory
[1565, 1429].

Ivy
[10404, 12184].

Iwakuni
[10510].

J
[3539, 7632].

J.
[271, 7692, 7632, 9364].

Jabiru
[11759].

Jacona
[12211].

Jack
[1453, 5071, 4542, 6453, 6226, 5330, 8255, 8868, 8455, 11461, 11556].

Jacket
[12104].

Jacobinum
[7491].

Jacquard
[10721].

Jaded
[12698].
Kumis [862].
Means [3399, 11206, 11450, 13404, 8222, 8250, 4830, 4861, 4892]. Measure [1174, 3039, 9968, 10151, 12461]. Measured [1174, 3039, 9968, 10151, 12461].


Mechanism [2122, 6302, 8773, 8653, 11811, 11703, 5825, 6063, 5853, 5879, 5934, 6009, 6115, 6116, 6223, 6276, 6334, 6387, 6431, 6501, 6559, 6947, 6626, 6679, 6724, 6777, 6826, 6877, 7003, 7080, 7132, 7188, 7267, 7310, 7365, 7415, 7463, 7512, 7560, 7612, 7670, 7726, 7788, 7851, 7908, 7962, 8022, 8105, 8194, 8252, 8306, 8360, 8426, 8490, 8542, 8598, 8655, 8742, 8805, 8870, 8932, 9023, 9187, 9162, 9384, 9436, 9537, 9501, 9646, 9702, 9753, 9807, 9860, 9939, 10010, 10067, 10120, 10174, 10233, 10284, 10442, 10537, 10664, 10831, 10885, 11040, 11216].


Medieval [9145, 8900]. Medical [1409, 4368, 5064, 6082, 5884, 5939, 5964, 6036, 6138, 6230, 6282, 7314, 7855, 8227, 9667, 9608, 11105, 3390].


Melting [2741, 5986]. Member [5162, 5601]. Members [5817, 9890].


[6349, 9235, 8732, 10064, 12987, 13106]. **Millington** [11241]. **Million** [3535, 3705, 5084, 11245]. **Millionaire** [8449]. **Mills** [1226, 3720, 4775, 7509, 7671, 10805, 11512, 13434, 12613]. **Millstone** [8307, 9457, 10986]. **Millstones** [311, 246, 269, 11682]. **Millwright** [840].

**Mind** [482, 1518, 8272, 9635, 11634, 11326, 11354, 11293, 11400, 11459, 11622]. **Minds** [11498]. **Mine** [1659, 4132, 10692]. **Miner** [4429]. **Mineral** [726, 1497, 2489, 4118, 11429, 11013, 12490, 362]. **Mineralogy** [1175]. **Minerals** [4663, 5954, 9285]. **Miners** [6722]. **Mines** [110, 577, 5954, 6517, 7785, 7900, 10687, 10198, 12050, 5359, 1439, 13482]. **Miniature** [5139, 8860]. **Mining** [1057, 1598, 2688, 2641, 2976, 4395, 6256, 6625, 6851, 8020, 10474, 12099, 11424, 11813, 11993, 11580, 11904, 12309, 4395]. **Minn** [2735]. **Minnesota** [6004]. **Minute** [231]. **Miracles** [4824]. **Mirrors** [77, 12805]. **Misapplied** [8708]. **Miscellaneous** [9866, 9898, 9925, 9944, 9973, 9995, 10019, 10047, 10071, 10103, 10130, 10158, 10181, 10212, 10241, 12500, 12534, 13411, 13436, 13471, 13490, 13517, 13535, 13566, 13587, 13612, 13638, 13667, 13695, 12682, 12707, 12801, 12820, 12890, 12911, 13019, 13079, 13107, 13187, 13210, 13228, 13258, 13280, 13318, 13339, 13367, 13385]. **Misconduct** [816]. **Misfortune** [2202]. **Misjudged** [8678]. **Miss** [1842, 12331, 12672]. **Missing** [4878]. **Mission** [6895]. **Mississippi** [2735, 6994, 8097, 9238, 10309, 11474, 13425, 13146, 12265, 9478]. **Missouri** [1799, 1497, 4106, 5438]. **Mistake** [9201]. **Mistakes** [81, 12905]. **Mitchell** [1638, 5597, 11835]. **Miter** [5773, 10638, 13256]. **Mitering** [5666]. **Mitigate** [124]. **Mitrailleur** [1289]. **Mitrailleuse** [776, 4209, 4408]. **Mitts** [4122]. **Mixer** [7549, 10413]. **Mixing** [1592, 3982, 5744]. **Mixtures** [1103, 161, 5925]. **Mo** [1970, 1799, 8247]. **Mo-Tay** [1970]. **Mo.** [4806]. **Moabite** [1710]. **Moat** [6389]. **Mode** [3035, 4249, 4275, 4306, 4331, 4478, 4833, 4520, 4265, 6722, 6942, 8282, 10565, 9691, 9918, 11477, 12277, 11106, 11273, 4218]. **Model** [2238, 5788, 7271, 7565, 9213, 12604]. **Models** [3366, 2594, 6868, 10685, 10660, 11187, 11260]. **Modern** [596, 113, 901, 1046, 1725, 2085, 1877, 3387, 3773, 4824, 4401, 4258, 5641, 5722, 6090, 5334, 5439, 7655, 7631, 6982, 7178, 8893, 9579, 9608, 12201, 11111, 12874, 12959, 2493, 10699]. **Modes** [128, 6599]. **Modification** [201, 13487]. **Modifications** [12133]. **Modulus** [12047]. **Moist** [10828]. **Moistening** [5230]. **Moisture** [7749, 2314]. **Molasses** [720]. **Mold** [3261, 5088]. **Molder** [1684]. **Molding** [1114, 215, 3454, 6293, 6560, 7490, 8803]. **Moldings**
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Nitro-Glycerin [1074, 772, 7360]. Nitrogen [11691]. Nitroglycerin [8568].
Nitrous [3060]. No [1890, 1914, 1903, 4979, 8129, 11070, 11925, 12462, 12483,
12514, 12574, 12609, 12787, 12818, 12851, 12873, 12908, 13485, 13519, 13529,
13590, 13611, 13643, 13671, 13699, 12849, 12937, 12960, 13096, 13236, 12552,
1736, 1767, 1791, 1869, 13364, 13386, 13408, 12333, 12355, 12384, 12432].
No.4 [1843]. Nobleman [2953]. Noel [8108]. Noise [12048]. Noisome
[1625]. Non [1239, 4044, 6378, 6303, 6824, 6573, 10908, 7880].
Non-Conductor [6573]. Non-corroding [1239]. Non-Explosive
[6378, 6303]. Non-Freezing [6824]. Non-Radiating [4044]. Non-Recoil
[10908]. Non-Retreating [7880]. Nonsense [138, 2083]. Nordenskjold
[7982, 13226]. Normal [6523]. North [3527, 4491, 6517, 10915, 13066].
North-Northwest [13066]. Northamptonshire [12103]. Northeast
[12955]. Northern [2735]. Northward [13379]. Northwest
[2222, 13066, 13331]. Norway [4750, 8356]. Norwegian [9863]. Nose
[607, 3653, 6170]. Note [12146, 12671, 4965, 5245, 11835]. Notes
[23, 1003, 658, 687, 929, 2383, 2410, 1901, 1183, 1288, 1425, 3676, 3688, 3212,
2431, 2456, 3053, 3076, 3101, 3121, 3147, 3173, 3204, 3232, 3257, 3290, 3323,
3350, 3380, 3411, 3438, 3465, 3519, 3553, 3579, 3615, 3640, 3672, 3701, 3737,
2484, 2512, 2538, 2560, 2582, 2611, 2637, 2662, 2680, 2704, 2732, 2754, 2779,
2805, 2831, 2854, 2875, 2896, 2913, 2933, 2959, 2980, 3003, 3029, 2432, 3032,
3699, 3734, 3193, 3956, 4074, 4181, 4328, 4436, 4544, 5050, 5146, 4303, 4325,
3898, 4012, 4679, 3798, 3824, 4591, 4627]. Notes
[4655, 4714, 4740, 4765, 4788, 4818, 4871, 4900, 4921, 4948, 4974, 5030, 5056,
5080, 5102, 3878, 3910, 3939, 3967, 3996, 4025, 4054, 4089, 4113, 4140, 4167,
4196, 4223, 4255, 4280, 4312, 4337, 4365, 4392, 4419, 4448, 4481, 4539, 4560,
4545, 4573, 4601, 5223, 4435, 4383, 4464, 4502, 4526, 5253, 5386, 5495, 5585,
5618, 5690, 5801, 5933, 6386, 6475, 5551, 5884, 5939, 5964, 6036, 6138, 6230,
6282, 5566, 5596, 6322, 5628, 5650, 5680, 5705, 5731, 5761, 5785, 5813, 5841,
5868, 5892, 5919, 5948, 5997, 6024, 6048, 6078]. Notes
[6129, 6154, 6182, 6208, 6239, 6266, 6292, 6584, 6705, 6827, 6920, 7034, 7131,
7162, 7265, 7698, 7826, 7566, 7314, 6594, 6617, 7252, 7278, 7298, 7323, 7353,
7377, 7400, 7425, 7449, 7477, 7500, 7523, 7547, 7573, 7599, 7629, 7653, 7682,
7712, 7743, 7776, 7805, 7836, 7866, 7894, 6640, 6667, 6690, 6711, 6735, 6763,
6789, 6814, 6836, 6863, 6888, 6905, 6932, 6959, 6989, 7013, 7041, 7063, 7090,
7121, 7146, 7171, 7202, 7229, 7204, 7960, 8111, 8251, 8367, 8489, 8627, 8749,
9287, 9443, 9028, 9123, 9152, 9184, 9253, 9286]. Notes
[9319, 9349, 9380, 9411, 9442, 9479, 9019, 9255, 8603, 7922, 7950, 8672, 8700,
8729, 8759, 8789, 8821, 8857, 8889, 8917, 8948, 8978, 9009, 9041, 9073, 9107,
9133, 9167, 9198, 9231, 9265, 9298, 9331, 9361, 9391, 9422, 9454, 7978, 9490,
8009, 8039, 8065, 8070, 8124, 8151, 8178, 8209, 8239, 8268, 8294, 8319, 8343,
8379, 8411, 8442, 8469, 8501, 8532, 8557, 8584, 8614, 8643, 9091, 8534, 8559,
9456, 8586, 8616, 8645, 8674, 8702, 8731, 8761, 8791, 8823, 8859, 8891, 8919,
8950, 8980, 9011, 9043, 9075, 9109, 9135]. Notes
[9233, 9267, 9363, 9393, 9423, 9153, 9185, 9539, 9653, 9777, 9891, 9992, 10091,


Overshoe [9214]. Overstrain [10539]. Owl [8285, 12535]. Own [11363].
[120, 3780, 5767, 5765, 10406, 11097, 11764, 11094]. Oxyhydric [3656, 3855].
Oxyhydrogen [1970, 3137]. Oyster [6494, 5522]. Oysters [250, 6600, 6623].
Ozone [5436, 8869]. Ozonized [1976].

PA [6678, 10112, 13606, 570, 8981]. Pacific
[415, 2735, 4517, 983, 615, 3007, 3970, 3980, 6160, 6332, 7330, 9707, 12436].
Package [4932]. Packer [666, 12949]. Packing [92, 418, 10150, 12265, 13347, 1219, 1318, 1694, 2617, 2847, 4854, 5721, 7192, 10346, 12824, 12621, 13201].
Pain [6426, 10221]. Paine [1747, 1806]. Pain [1245, 3048, 6038, 10884, 177].
Paint-Pot [1245]. Painting [12205]. Paints [640]. Pain [135x455].
Palæotherium [5577]. Palette [2940].
Palier [12]. Palm [5167, 5145, 5907, 7207, 9718, 10085, 11647, 11288, 441, 9500].
Panama [13300, 13155]. Pane [325]. Paneling [1114, 8656, 12882].
Pantagraph [3983, 4128]. Pantograph [13150]. Pap [3883].
Papua [12447]. Papyrus [10038]. Parachute [6383].
Paradise [5584, 10611, 9769, 11620, 12008]. Paradox [11158].
Paraffin [5403, 5924]. Paraffine [839]. Paraguay [216].
Parallel [5822, 12262, 12319, 12497]. Parasites [8450]. Parrot [4531].
Partly [8829]. Parishing [1818].
Pass [12484, 12552]. Passage [10141, 13331, 12955].
Partly [8829]. Parting [1818].
Pashiuba [5145]. Pass [12484, 12552]. Passage [10141, 13331, 12955].
1586, 1610, 1633, 1683, 1763, 1788, 1815, 1841, 1955, 2008, 2030, 2121, 2162,
2235, 2259, 2308, 2334, 1417, 1469, 2458, 2482, 3255, 3293, 3325, 3382, 3439,
3521, 3555, 3580, 3670, 3735, 2510, 2536, 2562, 2584, 2613
Publications [2639, 2683, 2729, 2752, 2781, 2803, 2832, 2855, 2876, 2915,
2935, 2957, 2982, 3078, 3149, 3175, 3205, 3234, 3822, 3876, 5078, 5184,
3908, 3937, 3994, 4023, 4052, 4087, 4111, 4165, 4221, 4253, 4310, 4335, 4363,
4417, 4446, 4537, 4558, 4653, 4712, 4738, 4786, 4869, 4898, 4972, 5237, 5263,
6205, 6289, 6346, 6419, 6463, 5290, 5343, 5370, 5400, 5431, 5481, 5508, 5533,
5593, 5625, 5677, 5702, 5782, 5810, 5838, 5864, 5889, 5916, 5945, 6021,
6075, 6101, 6126, 6173, 6568, 6638, 6665, 6733, 6787].
Publications [6812, 6861, 6930, 6987, 7039, 7200, 7321, 7447, 7521, 7597, 7627, 7710,
7741, 7803, 7864, 7920, 7976, 9389, 8007, 8068, 8122, 8149, 8237, 8377,
8440, 8555, 8582, 8641, 8698, 8727, 8757, 8855, 8887, 8946, 9039, 9071, 9165,
9196, 9229, 9296, 9329, 9520, 9550, 9628, 9686, 9713, 9738, 9845,
9871, 9900, 9951, 10023, 10054, 10076, 10105, 10133, 10186, 10243, 10300,
10398, 10491, 10554, 10588, 10677, 10707, 10789, 10815, 11000, 11076, 12139,
12164, 12190, 12242, 12113, 11179, 11251, 11306, 11334, 11386, 11413].
Publications [11443, 11468, 11491, 11575, 11602, 11629, 11676, 11744, 11768,
11792, 11820, 11851, 11875, 11898, 11945, 12038, 12084, 12350, 12378, 13374,
13395, 13421, 13476, 13501, 13549, 13375, 13600, 13626, 13655, 12428, 12510,
12546, 12570, 12691, 12783, 12841, 12868, 12899, 12952, 13002, 13031, 13060,
13087, 13114, 13139, 13166, 13215, 13242, 13267, 13294, 13322, 13350].
Publisher [3563, 5188, 5212, 5263, 4594, 4630, 6514, 6544, 7808, 7840, 7869,
9396, 9425, 9459, 9494, 9877, 9719, 9744, 9768, 9799, 9837]. Publishers
[12982]. Puddling [943, 2987, 2924, 10741, 9550, 11038, 11779]. Pugnacious
[7553]. Pull [2968, 9530]. Puller [8600, 10666]. Pulley
[6, 3362, 4470, 6065, 5935, 7666, 7816, 8483, 11884, 12798]. Pulleys
[1431, 2864, 3591, 8596, 10776, 12449]. Pullman [983, 7843]. Pulp
[10197, 10086]. Pulsometer [4767]. Pulverizer [11069]. Pump
[1161, 1990, 3556, 2518, 3124, 2459, 4726, 4705, 5220, 4180, 4010, 4667, 4042,
5076, 5609, 5720, 6302, 7882, 6750, 7005, 7025, 7239, 7412, 6971, 8389, 9181,
9117, 8797, 8020, 8062, 8358, 9434, 10379, 10352, 9832, 9804, 9882, 11221,
11563, 11264, 11623, 11235, 12125, 12126, 12738, 12938, 13049, 12388].
Pumping [154, 76, 4458, 4225, 5634, 5537, 5423, 8183, 8186, 11376, 11796,
11264, 11191, 12368]. Pumps
[2950, 5961, 7959, 10042, 10837, 11019, 12943, 13642]. Punch
[5854, 7451, 13632]. Punching
[452, 2878, 3353, 6064, 9025, 8769, 9704, 10314, 11237, 13334]. Purchase
[5158]. Purchasers [4397]. Pure [2529, 11991]. Purification [5472].
Purifier [4790, 7427, 8187, 11495, 11007]. Purifying [1342, 12872, 273].
Purity [12259]. Purposes
[508, 832, 370, 1855, 2462, 2488, 4693, 6445, 5363, 7022, 921]. Push
[1765, 10503]. Push-Pin [10503]. Pushing [13483]. Put
[7316]. Putnam
Recover
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Scientific [3783, 2576, 2602, 2629, 2656, 2675, 2726, 2742, 2767, 2792, 2818, 2838, 2885, 2922, 2949, 2957, 4985, 5012, 5038, 5066, 5096, 5112, 5137, 5163, 5194, 5226, 3900, 4036, 4075, 4098, 4121, 4152, 4186, 4212, 4291, 4347, 4376, 4426, 4457, 4493, 4518, 4554, 4636, 4664, 4697, 4731, 4749, 4828, 5921, 6119, 6139, 6191, 6328, 6380, 6427, 6449, 6481, 6497, 5310, 5327].

Scientific [5354, 5382, 5416, 5445, 5466, 5491, 5520, 5605, 5637, 5665, 5687, 5713, 5796, 5831, 5875, 5909, 5928, 5958, 5979, 6031, 6087, 6113, 5542, 6268, 6577, 6650, 6674, 7675, 7689, 7720, 7752, 7784, 7847, 6699, 6747, 6766, 6801, 6849, 6897, 6941, 6969, 7023, 7079, 7115, 7129, 7180, 7238, 7268, 7305, 7345, 7408, 7457, 7486, 7536, 7581, 7608, 7636, 8461, 8992, 7933, 7997, 8018, 8053, 8084, 8110, 8199, 8276, 8401, 8451, 8514, 8545, 8597, 9673, 10222, 10957, 10497, 11231, 11033, 12117, 11342, 11189, 12441, 13042].
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Screen [6374, 8452, 13370]. Screens [13508]. Screw [789, 394, 941, 1456, 2309, 2998, 4293, 4702, 4129, 4549, 6382, 5920, 5723, 5414, 6295, 5603, 6791, 7436, 7883, 7878, 7029, 6842, 9312, 9278, 10439, 9730, 9912, 9618, 11732, 11847, 11175, 12319, 13614, 13251, 13257, 11590].

Screw-Cutting [9278, 9730, 9618]. Screw-Headed [11847]. Screwdriver [5854, 10043]. Screws [397, 1542, 9988]. Scroll [892, 1790, 2769, 8279, 7936, 9213, 10913, 9987, 10937, 10663, 11330].

Scroll-Sawing [892]. Scrubbing [1319, 11349]. Scuffle [12990].

Scums [2734]. Scura [2687]. Sea [731, 894, 390, 1702, 1588, 2294, 1637, 1670, 3835, 3805, 4852, 4433, 4962, 4667, 5739, 5791, 7558, 7603, 7361, 9141, 9183, 9409, 9140, 10883, 10096, 10713, 10356, 11259, 11780, 11029, 11302, 12079, 11369, 13550, 13425, 12612, 13495, 1029, 2261, 13703]. Sea-Horse [1637].
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Steam [9404, 8797, 8570, 7959, 8892, 9094, 9403, 9434, 8137, 9095, 9395, 9239, 8860, 8021, 8042, 8073, 8196, 9562, 10471, 10532, 10064, 9808, 10507, 9876, 9967, 10117, 10670, 9529, 9621, 10029, 10288, 10191, 10626, 10312, 10960, 11221, 11540, 11485, 12124, 11323, 11633, 11370, 12028, 11264, 11045, 11235, 11787, 11968, 12178, 12122, 11353, 12115, 11019, 12145, 11684, 11160, 13661, 12738, 12368, 13127, 13336, 12709, 13229, 11436].

Steamboat [2651, 10933, 10857, 10220, 12550].

Steamboilers [2345].

Steamer [318, 1611, 2036, 3273, 2563, 4260, 6160, 5821, 5788, 5988, 7130, 7756, 8248, 9641, 9797, 10577, 11501, 11722].

Steaming [87, 3395, 8481].

Steamship [863, 2966, 3193, 6681, 10807, 13013].

Steering [783, 6168, 9095].

Steenberg [803].

Stenography [7182].

Stenographer [7182].

Stenographers [7182].

Stethoscope [12011].

Stevenson [10961].

Stつcker [463, 9968, 11107, 13051].

Still [7993].

Stills [13221].

Stilt [11482].

Stock [699, 1743, 8016, 10438, 12067, 11645, 13539, 13530, 12886].

Stocking [12021].

Stockley [6999].

Stocks [10635, 11425].

Stockwell [420, 8333].

Stop [11016].

Stomach [8692].

Stones [3745, 5978].

Stonework [9887].

Stone-Dressing [10028, 13702].

Stone-Sawing [9076].

Stone-Working [9887].

Storks [10942].

Storm
Table [760, 1745, 1391, 1262, 3755, 3371, 5227, 4498, 5881, 6922, 7222, 7821, 10260, 11165, 12151, 12386, 12647, 13231]. Tableau [2962]. Tables [1356]. Tack [6975]. Tackle [9469]. Tadpoles [13594]. Tag [12676]. Tail [7821].
Tides 2811.
Tiger 4640, 8843.
Tightener 1483, 1691, 7464, 9242.
Tightening 4910.
Tile 10827.
Tile-Making 10827.
Tilghman 1589.
Tiller 12639.
Timber
4154, 570, 248, 1148, 55, 2362, 4015, 8130, 9863, 12719, 12835, 13041.
Time
352, 1077, 2247, 1197, 3131, 4516, 5769, 7724, 8588, 7928, 9371, 9936, 9594,
12168, 12207, 12053, 13306, 12879.
Time-Indicating 12207.
Timely
[1177, 2375, 2400, 2425, 2952, 2450, 7903, 8896, 7939].
Times
[5157, 4368, 5083, 7657, 12734, 2112].
Timpe 2122.
Tin
[770, 579, 123, 2973, 4031, 10255, 11848, 11810, 266].
Tinkering 49.
Tinned 12667.
Tip 488, 2945.
Tipped 6820, 11329.
Tipping 13508.
Tirade 2825.
Tire 7613.
Tire-Upsetting 7613.
Tires
[1576, 1491, 2367].
Tissues 6973.
Titicaca 5512.
Toad 10349.
Tobacco 501, 465, 2783, 4523, 9306, 9433, 9234, 9536, 11740.
Todd 5772, 5829.
Toddy 11243.
Tody 12080.
Toilet 2869.
Toller 11172.
Tolman 8745.
Tom 5138.
Tomes 2079.
Tomlinson 6950.
Tompkins 6628.
Ton
[7601, 9779, 10960, 11167].
Tones 4059, 11074.
Tongs
[1535, 4237, 8456, 10043, 10287, 11435, 13675].
Tongue 6850, 11196.
Too
[491, 2343, 11483].
Tool 420, 1482, 1292, 1268, 1270, 3718, 2844, 2987, 3526,
4672, 4529, 5116, 5552, 5536, 5275, 5524, 6304, 7078, 8802, 9345, 9470, 9085,
9090, 10861, 11425, 10986, 11266, 12989, 12525, 13702.
Tool-Grinding
9345.
Tools
[1821, 1770, 5905, 6561, 7459, 8167, 8160, 9247, 10147, 9618,
11418, 11423, 13567, 10964].
Tooth
[2761, 4215, 7074, 12249, 12293].
Toothed 5045.
Top 5554.
Topeka 688.
Topical 56.
Torch 5114.
Tornado 11864.
Tornadoes 1667, 2056.
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Torpedo
[4, 3744, 4771, 4593, 6527, 6132, 5390, 7656, 7160, 10196, 10339, 10224, 10566,
9934, 10289, 9797, 10083, 11068, 11111, 11529, 12114, 11673, 12406, 12674,
12502, 13459, 13156].
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[818, 2131, 6671, 10084].
Torrey 12099.
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Tortoise 12624, 13437, 10540.
Tortoises 7647.
Toselli
[1404, 5390].
Total 11736.
Toughened 7214.
Toughening 1404.
Tow 13605.
Tow-Boat 13605.
Towage 1696, 2466, 3418, 6429.
Tower
[1674, 2543, 4007, 5869, 5328].
Towers 360.
Towing
[3190, 2891, 4718, 13271, 13620].
Town 12434.
Toxicological 12727.
Toy
[1294, 1738, 5229, 7389, 8482, 9588, 11686].
Trace 10068, 11838, 12464.
Tracelock 270.
Traces 3804.
Tracing 13650.
Tracings 12181.
Track
[6271, 6210, 7288, 9957].
Tracks 8098.
Tractile 9699.
Traction
[1491, 2684, 3683, 4058, 4562, 3949, 6934, 12124, 13645].
Trade
[748, 1650, 2145, 2151, 3085, 2836, 2615, 4000, 4226, 5035, 5709, 5435, 7359,
7097, 6869, 6935, 8216, 9492, 9218, 9695, 11751, 12258, 12200, 11497, 12153,
12100, 12042, 12196, 12147, 13247, 13378, 13238, 13263, 13369, 13392, 13440,
13596, 13649, 13631, 13692, 12522, 13604, 13491, 983].
Trademark 2115.
Trades 2129, 2114, 2825.
Traffic 13541.
Tragopan 11173.
Train 8860.
Training 876.
Trains 3598, 3813, 10311.
Trajectory 12930.
Tramway 484, 5300, 10312, 12176, 13609, 13310.
104

[2462, 2488, 3772, 5746, 7764, 7827, 7674, 8331, 9618]. Useless [7656]. Uses
[449, 624, 1254, 1333, 1302, 1516, 1380, 1237, 1599, 3721, 2973,
3857, 4407, 5170, 5487, 5817, 5924, 7403, 8128, 9171, 8420, 8419, 11894, 12312,
[1913, 12983]. Utilization [1974, 2866, 5384, 5321, 8867, 10754, 10138, 9937,
10255, 10977, 12195, 11923, 11392]. Utilizations [8386, 10086, 11065].
Utilize [12361, 13636]. Utilized [324, 66]. Utilizing [1702, 1315, 10254].

V [2212, 1494]. Vaccination [1801, 13531]. Vacuum
Validity [2248, 8447, 8853, 8885, 8914, 8944, 8976, 9006, 9037, 9069, 9104,
9130, 9163, 9194, 9227, 9262, 9294, 9327, 9358, 9387, 9419]. Valley [295, 344].
Valuable [1965, 2790, 7871, 9428, 10687, 11450]. Valuables [2239, 7745].
Valuable [4999]. Value [1037, 489, 1857, 1328, 2173, 3372, 2890, 3667, 3696,
3731, 3763, 3795, 4586, 4618, 4648, 4708, 4760, 3934, 4682, 5105, 5568, 5297,
5256, 5283, 5312, 5340, 6992, 9429, 9357, 9451, 9193, 10598, 12145, 11903,
12036, 12477, 8425, 5245, 2366]. Valve [384, 421, 1426, 1619, 1937, 3986,
4466, 4155, 3864, 6166, 7781, 7075, 7027, 7337, 7539, 7563, 7461, 8630, 9150,
10574, 10115, 11611, 11454, 11685, 11867, 11784]. Valved [3893]. Valveless [1892].
Valves [121, 1161, 803, 1214, 3921, 4067, 9113, 9239, 9307, 9970, 9700, 12260, 13100,
[1278, 3393, 3476, 2773, 2565, 3009, 2649, 3222, 4297, 5497]. Vaporizing
[11274]. Vapors [2192, 2625, 2649, 2440]. Variable
[1262, 2888, 4923, 6842, 11702, 11402]. Variance [2592]. Variations [5063].
Vegetable [483, 3247, 5043, 4694, 7191, 11598, 12410, 6659, 6683].
Vegetation [859, 5063]. Vehicle [5300, 9889, 10443, 11481, 11408, 12762].
Vehicles [903, 6340, 6364, 11146]. Veil [4159]. Velocipede
[1765, 9342, 11788, 13585]. Velocipedes [9587]. Velocities [3354, 3371].
Velocity [2812, 5213, 5404]. Veneered [7719]. Veneers [474]. Venerable
[10853]. Venom [6192]. Vent [8, 8308]. Ventilating
[2263, 1496, 2814, 4644, 5420, 5412, 7644, 7778]. Ventilation
[1941, 3162, 2652, 2548, 5169, 4942, 6171, 7355, 8348, 8895, 10692, 12198].
Ventilator [1488, 2414, 2459, 4702, 11318]. Venus [5222, 4037, 6088, 6547].
Versus [605, 2490, 2748, 6080, 7606, 9692, 2240, 5684]. Vertical
[223, 393, 1289, 3011, 4465, 6058, 6163, 5688, 7931, 10568, 10594, 11535,
11585, 12613, 13383]. Very [2696, 9050]. Vescicular [3222]. Vessel
[2263, 3723, 4484, 5331, 9620, 12114, 12406, 13156]. Vessels [747, 2013, 4718,
6255, 7825, 8282, 10204, 10165, 9669, 11270, 11960, 11684, 12198, 12713].
Wheelbarrows [12154]. Wheeled [6340, 6364, 6848]. Wheeler [2665].
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